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Seeks to obtain a position with a forceful organization that will give me the 
opportunity for advancement based upon demonstrated performance.

JUNE 2001 – AUGUST 2003
COACH CLEANER - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for the daily cleaning of the Auto Train (vacuuming, gathering trash,
windows, sanitizing restrooms, and its overall cleanliness).

 Responsible for the cleaning of the Terminal and Mechanical buildings as well as
their outside appearance.

 Performed daily responsibilities including daily maintenance of passenger 
coaches.

 Followed sanitation and safety policies set by the federal government.
 Made minor repairs to passenger areas to present the customer with a clean, 

safe, and pleasant environment while traveling.
 Clean and supply designated facility areas (dusting, sweeping, vacuuming, 

mopping, cleaning ceiling vent, restroom cleaning, etc).
 Completed all work in compliance with FRA, MBTA, and Keolis commuter service.

1997 – 2001
COACH CLEANER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Cleaned trains such as mopping, sweeping, wiping windows, and any other 
heavy cleaning that is needed.

 Detail cleaning coach cars.
 Heavy Lifting Basic ratios for mixing Cleaning Solutions Cleaning/ Sanitizing, 

Chemical handling Custodial maintenance.
 Cleaning and sanitizing the inside of train cars using various chemicals.
 Sweeping, and mopping of floors, Vacuuming carpets, and using machinery to 

wax floors - Emptying trash bins - Replacing stock inside of train cars - .
 Maintenance and Clean Trains Stock/supply Trains.
 As a Coach cleaner my responsibilities were to pull coaches into the bus 

cleaning hub to be prepped along with ensuring the cleanliness of the .

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration - (University of Phoenix - Salt 
Lake City, UT)
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SKILLS

Home Health, Cashiering, Cleaning.
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